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ABSTRACT
Activity discovery and recognition can provide unprecedented
opportunities for health monitoring, automation, energy ef-
ficiency and security. Despite all the potential benefits, in
practice we are faced with the main challenge of collect-
ing huge amounts of data for each new physical space in
order to carry out the conventional activity discovery algo-
rithms. This results in a prolonged deployment in the real
world. More importantly, if we ignore what has been learned
in previous spaces, we face redundant computational effort
and time investment and we miss the insights gained from
past experience that can improve the recognition accuracy.
To overcome this problem, we propose a method of transfer-
ring the knowledge of learned activities from multiple source
physical spaces, e.g. home A and B, to a target physical
space, e.g. home C. Our method called Multi Home Trans-
fer Learning (MHTL) is based on a location mining method
for target activity discovery, a semi-Em framework for activ-
ity mapping, and an ensemble method for label assignment.
In this paper we introduce the MHTL methodology. To val-
idate our algorithms, we use the data collected in several
smart apartments with different physical layouts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Information Systems]: DATABASE MANAGE-
MENT—Data mining ; I.2.6 [Computing Methodologies]:
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE—Learning

General Terms
Activity Discovery, Transfer Learning, Smart Environments

1. INTRODUCTION
With remarkable recent progress in computing power, net-
working, and sensor technology, we are steadily moving into
the world of ubiquitous computing where technology recedes
into the background of our lives. Using sensor technology
combined with the power of data mining and machine learn-
ing, many researchers are now working on smart environ-

ments which can discover and recognize residents’ activities
and respond to the needs of the residents in a context aware
way [5]. Some of these efforts have been demonstrated in ac-
tual physical testbeds such as the CASAS project [21], the
MavHome project [6], the Gator Tech Smart House [12], the
iDorm [9], and the Georgia Tech Aware Home [1]. A smart
environment typically contains many sensors such as motion
sensors that provide us with unprecedented opportunities for
health monitoring, automation, energy efficiency and secu-
rity via activity discovery and recognition [25]. For example
researchers are recognizing that smart environments can as-
sist with valuable functions in the area of remote health
monitoring and intervention by monitoring the daily activ-
ities of elderly adults with memory deficiencies and helping
them via timely prompts [23].

In response to this recognized need, researchers have de-
signed a variety of approaches for discovering, modeling and
recognizing activities. Those methods exploit naive Bayes
[2], decision trees [16], Markov models [15], dynamic Bayes
networks [13], conditional random fields [18], frequent se-
quence mining [10] and mixed frequent-periodic sequence
mining [20]. The problem with all those approaches is that
they do not exploit the knowledge learned in previous spaces
in order to discover and recognize activities in a new space.
Therefore, for each new space a huge amount of data needs
to be collected in order to carry out the conventional un-
supervised activity discovery methods such as frequent or
periodic data mining methods. Even if supervised meth-
ods are used, a greater burden is placed on the user of the
smart environment, who must annotate sufficient data in or-
der to train the recognition algorithms. Our testbeds have
required at least one hour of an expert’s time to annotate a
single day’s worth of sensor data. This particularly becomes
problematic if we are targeting a deployment in the home
of an older adult. Also, learning the model of each environ-
ment separately and ignoring what has been learned in other
physical settings leads to redundant computational effort,
excessive time investment, and loss of beneficial information
that can improve the recognition accuracy. Therefore it is
beneficial to develop models that can exploit the knowledge
of learned activities by employing them in new spaces. This
transfer concept results in reducing the need for data collec-
tion, reducing or eliminating the need for data annotation
and besides achieving an accelerated learning pace. Using
multiple sources and fusing their data together can leverage
this learning process even more by using a more diverse set of
activity models that can help in discovering and recognizing



the target activities.

The process of exploiting the knowledge gained in one prob-
lem and applying it to a different but related problem is
called transfer learning [19][4]. It is a hallmark of human in-
telligence, and has been vastly studied in the literature [17],
but it has been applied to activity discovery and recognition
in very few cases.

Our goal is to transfer the knowledge of learned activities
from multiple physical source spaces, e.g. home A and B,
to a target physical space, e.g. home C. Previously we have
shown a method for transferring learned activities from one
resident to another [22]. Zhang et al. [26] have developed
a model for mapping different types of activities to each
other (e.g. sweeping to cleaning) by learning a similarity
function via a Web search. Kasteren et. al [24] describe a
simple method for transferring the transition probabilities of
Markov models for two different spaces. They only transfer
the transition probabilities, and most other activity features
such as the activity’s structure and related temporal features
is ignored, as they assume the structure of HMMs is given
and pre-defined.

In our approach, the activity model includes much more
information based on using structural, temporal and spa-
tial features of the activities. Also, unlike the approach of
Kasteren et al.[24], we do not manually map the sensor net-
works. Instead, we learn sensor mappings based on the avail-
able data and activity models. It should be noted that in
order to exploit the knowledge learned in different spaces, we
transfer the activities from multiple physical source spaces
to a target physical space. First we use a location based data
mining method to find target activities in the target data.
Then the activities from both source and target spaces are
represented in a canonical form called an“activity template”
in order to allow for a more efficient mapping process. Next
we use a semi-EM framework to map source activities from
each single source to the target activities. Finally by using
an ensemble learning method based on a weighted majority
voting [8] and fusing multiple data sources we assign activity
labels to the target activities.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First
we describe our approach in more detail, including its three
main stages. The first stage discovers activities by mining
data and extracting activity models, while the second stage
maps source activities to the target activities, and the third
stage assigns labels to the target activities. We then show
the results of our experiments on data obtained from five
different smart apartments. Finally we end the paper with
our conclusions and discussion of future work.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Our objective is to develop a method that can transfer learned
activities across different physical spaces. We assume that
labeled activity data is available in the source space S con-
sisting of N individual sources S1, ..SN , and limited unla-
beled data is available in the target space T . Our goal is to
use the source space knowledge to learn the activity labels in
the target space where the physical aspects of the space and
the sensors may be different. We assume that the nature of
the problem is “inductive transfer learning” or “self taught”

Timestamp (ts) Sensor ID (s) Label (l)

7/17/2009 09:52:25 M004 Personal Hygiene

7/17/2009 09:56:55 M030 Personal Hygiene

7/17/2009 14:12:20 M015 None

Table 1: Example sensor data. Here M004, M030
and M015 denote sensor IDs.

[17], i.e. we have labeled data in the source domain, and
none or few data labels are available in the target domain.
This allows us to reduce several weeks or months of data
collection and annotation in the target space to only a few
days’ worth of data collection. We also assume that the num-
ber of available sources (N) is limited and computationally
manageable, as reducing the number of sources and source
selection is outside the scope of this paper. Our ultimate
objective is to be able to correctly recognize the activities
in the target space. By using our method, labeled target
activity data becomes available that can be consumed by
conventional learning algorithms to perform activity recog-
nition, or it can be used as a baseline for other techniques
such as active learning techniques. In the remainder of this
section we describe our notations and also we will provide a
high level description of the algorithm.

The input data is a sequence of sensor events e in the form
e = 〈ts, s, l〉 where ts denotes a timestamp, s denotes a sen-
sor ID, and l is the activity label, if available. An example
showing several sensor events can be seen in Table 1. As de-
picted in Table 1, each sensor event can be part of a labeled
activity such as the first and second sensor events, or it can
have no activity labels such as the third sensor event. Each
sensor ID is associated with its room name (e.g. kitchen)
which we will refer to as a location tag L. A standard set
of location tags is used across all different sources. We de-
fine an activity as a = 〈E , l, t, d,L〉 where E is a sequence
of n sensor events 〈e1, e2, ..en〉, l is its label (if available), t
and d are the start time and duration of the activity, and L
represents the set of location tags where a has occurred.

We denote the set of activities in each individual source
space Sk as ASk . The set of all source activities is denoted
by AS which is the union of activities from all individual
sources, i.e. AS =

⋃
k ASk . The set of target activities is

denoted by AT . The set of source sensors and the set of
target sensors is denoted by SS and ST . In order to be able
to map activities from the source space to a target space,
we need to find a way to map the source sensor network to
the target sensor network i.e. we’re looking for the map-
ping F ′(SS) = ST , as the source sensors will have different
locations and properties than the target sensors. Based on
using activity features and also the sensor mappings F ′, we
will find the activity mapping function F(AS) = AT . Note
that for the individual mappings from Sk to T the above
mapping functions are written as Fk(ASk ), and F ′k(SSk ).

The extent to which an activity ai ∈ ASk maps to activity
aj ∈ AT is reflected in matrix Mk, where Mk[i, j] ∈ [0..1]
shows the probability that activity ai and aj have the same
label. Similarly, a second matrix mk[p, q] ∈ [0..1] shows the
probability that sensor sp ∈ SSk maps to sensor sq ∈ ST



based on their location and their role in activity models.
Note that the mappings need not to be one to one, due
to the differences in the number of sensors and number of
activities in the source and target spaces.

Our multi home transfer learning algorithm (MHTL) per-
forms activity discovery and transfer in several stages (see
Figure 1). The first step involves processing labeled data
from the source space and mining available unlabeled data
from the target space in order to extract the activity mod-
els in each space. In the source space, for each individual
source Sk we extract the activities ASk by converting each
contiguous sequence of sensor events with the same label to
an activity. To reduce the number of activities and to find
a canonical mapping, similar activities in ASk are consoli-
dated together to represent an “activity template”. To avoid
mapping irrelevant sensors, a filter feature selection method
based on mutual information [11] is used to remove the ir-
relevant sensors for each activity template. In the target
space the data is mined to find unlabeled activity patterns
based on using location closure. Target activities are then
consolidated using an incremental clustering method [3]. If
any labeled data is available in the target space, it can be
used to refine the target activity models.

Figure 1: Main components of MHTL for transfer-
ring activities from multiple source spaces to a tar-
get space.

Next, source activity templates are mapped to the target ac-
tivity templates. First the activity templates’ initial map-
ping probabilities are computed based on structural, tem-
poral and spatial similarities. The sensors’ initial mapping
probabilities are assigned based on a spatial similarity mea-
sure. After initialization, the algorithm starts an Expecta-
tion Maximization like framework [7] called semi-EM in an
iterative manner. First, the sensor mapping probabilities are
adjusted based on the activity mapping probabilities, next
the activity mapping probabilities are adjusted based on the
updated sensor mapping probabilities. This continues until

no more changes are perceived or until a user defined number
of iterations is reached.

Finally, we assign an activity label to each target activity
aj based on the obtained activity mapping probabilities M .
To map activity labels we use an ensemble method based
on a weighted majority voting. For each space Sk a vote
for the label of the target activity aj is casted. The voted
label is selected the same as the label of a source activity ai

that maximizes the mapping probability Mk for aj . Each
vote is weighted by the overall similarity between the source
space Sk and the target space T , as will be described later.
At the end, the label with the maximum weighted votes
is considered as the label of the activity aj . Note that in
this method all the sources contribute to the label mapping
process in order to generate a final activity label for each
target activity. We provide a more detailed description of
these three steps in the following discussion.

2.1 Activity Extraction
The first step of the multi-stage MHTL algorithm is to ex-
tract the activity models from input data in both source and
target spaces. For each single source space Sk we convert
each contiguous sequence of sensor events with the same
label to an activity a. This results in finding the set of ac-
tivities ASk for each one of the individual source spaces Sk.
The start time of the activity is the timestamp of its first
sensor event, while its duration is the difference between
its last and first timestamps. Due to the prohibitively large
number of extracted activities and possible similarity among
them, we combine similar activities together as an “activity
template”. Representing a set of similar activities as an ac-
tivity template allows for a more efficient canonical mapping
from source to target, as only a few activity templates will
be mapped from source to target instead of mapping a large
number of similar activities with only minor differences. The
activity template for a set of activities is itself an activity,
formed by merging activities’ sensors, durations, and start
times where the merged start times and durations form a
mixture normal distribution. The temporal mixture model
allows us to capture and model variations of the same activ-
ity that occur at different times. For example consider the
“eating” activity which usually happens three times a day,
once in the morning as breakfast, once at noon as lunch,
and once at night as dinner. Using a mixture model for the
start time we are able to capture all the three variations
by using a single activity model. During activity consolida-
tion, all the source activities that have the same label will be
consolidated into one single activity template. Note that as
each activity template is itself an activity, we use the terms
activity and activity template interchangeably.

The next step after similar activities are consolidated to-
gether is to perform sensor selection for each activity tem-
plate a by preserving only relevant sensors. Performing sen-
sor selection on each activity template allows for even a more
compact representation and a more accurate mapping, as
it allows us to map only the relevant sensors and to avoid
mapping the irrelevant sensors as noise. Our sensor selec-
tion method is a filter feature selection method based on
mutual information [11]. For each activity template a and
each sensor s we define their mutual information MI(s, a)
as in Equation 1. It measures their mutual dependence and



shows how relevant is sensor s in predicting the activity’s
label. Here P (s, a) is the joint probability distribution of
s and a, while P (s) and P (a) are the marginal probabil-
ity distributions, all computed from the sensor and activity
occurrences in the data. A high mutual information value
indicates the sensor is relevant for the activity template. We
simply consider sensors with a mutual information above the
midpoint (0.5) as relevant, otherwise they will be discarded.

MI(s, a) = P (s, a) ∗ log
P (s, a)

P (s)P (a)
(1)

To find activity patterns in unlabeled target data, we per-
form a data mining step on the input data. First we par-
tition the input data into activities. A sensor event e1 =
〈ts1, s1, l1〉 and a successor sensor event e2 = 〈ts2, s2, l2〉 are
part of the same activity if Ls1 = Ls2 , i.e. if both sensors
are in the same location. Such a local partitioning allows
us to have a baseline for finding individual activities. This
approach is based on the intuition that occurrences of the
same activity usually happen within the same location (such
as preparing meal in the kitchen, grooming in the bathroom,
etc), and more complex activities occurring in different lo-
cations can be composed of those basic activities. Notice
that as we only have access to limited input data (perhaps
a few days or even a few hours), we cannot use conventional
activity discovery methods such as frequent or periodic se-
quence mining methods [20] to find activity patterns in the
data. Therefore exploiting the spatial closure can be a way
to overcome this problem. After partitioning data into the
initial activities, we consolidate those activities by group-
ing together similar activities into an activity template. To
combine activities together, we use an incremental cluster-
ing method [3], such that each activity is assigned to the
most similar centroid if their similarity is above threshold ς,
and then the centroid is recomputed. Otherwise the activity
forms a separate cluster. The centroid is itself represented
as an activity template. At the end all the activities in one
cluster are consolidated together and the sensor selection is
carried out. For two activities ai and aj , their similarity
Υ(i, j) is defined as in Equation 2.

Υ(i, j) = Υt[i, j] + Υd[i, j] + ΥL[i, j] + ΥS [i, j] (2)

In above equation, Υt refers to start time mapping (if the
two activities happen at similar times, e.g. both around
noon), Υd refers to duration mapping (if the two activities
have similar durations), ΥL refers to location mapping (if
the two activities happen in similar locations, e.g. both in
the kitchen), and ΥS refers to structure mapping (if the two
activities have similar structure in terms of sensors). We
normalize Υ(i, j) to fall within the range [0..1]. For sim-
plicity, we have chosen the mappings to have equal effects,
however it’s possible to define Υ(i, j) as a weighted average.

As mentioned, the start times are in form of a mixture nor-
mal distribution with means Θ = 〈θ1..θr〉. We represent
start time θ in an angular form Φ measured in radians in-
stead of a linear representation. This allows for time differ-
ences to be represented correctly (2:00 am will be closer to

12:00 pm rather than 5:00 am). Then the similarity between
the two start time distributions will be as in Equation 3.

Υt[i, j] = max
θ1∈Θi
θ2∈Θj

(1− |Φθ2 − Φθ1 |
2π

) (3)

Duration mapping is calculated as in Equation 4 where du-
rations are in form of a mixture normal distribution with
means Γ = 〈γ1..γr〉.

Υd[i, j] = max
γ1∈Γi
γ2∈Γj

(1− |γ2 − γ1|
max(γ2, γ1)

) (4)

To compute ΥL we use Equation 5 which is the Jaccard
similarity coefficient for the sets of locations of the two ac-
tivities. A similar Jaccard similarity coefficient based on
similar sensors is defined for the structure mapping ΥS in
Equation 6.

ΥL[i, j] =
| Li

⋂Lj |
| Li

⋃Lj | (5)

ΥS [i, j] =
| Ei

⋂ Ej |
| Ei

⋃ Ej | (6)

2.2 Mapping Activities
The next step after the activity models for the source and
target space have been identified is to map the source ac-
tivity templates to the target activity template. First we
initialize the sensor and activity mapping matrixes, mk and
Mk for each pair of source Sk and target T . The initial val-
ues of the sensor mapping matrix mk[p, q] for two sensors
sp ∈ Sk and sq ∈ T is defined as 1.0 if they have the same
location tag, and as 0 if they have different location tags.
The initial value of Mk[i, j] for two activities ai ∈ ASk and
aj ∈ AT is obtained based on exploiting related spatial and
temporal information and also prior activity label informa-
tion (if available), as in Equation 7. Note that in Equation
7 the first case applies to the few labeled target activities,
while for the majority of the target activities the second case
is applied.

Mk[i, j] =

{
1.0 if li = lj

Υ(i, j) otherwise
(7)

For computing subsequent mapping probabilities, we use an
Expectation Maximization (EM) like framework [7] by es-
timating the mapping probabilities in an iterative manner.
First, the sensor mapping probabilities are computed; and
in the next step the activity mapping probabilities are maxi-
mized based on the sensor probabilities. Though this model
doesn’t exactly reflect an EM algorithm, however due to its
iterative manner and likelihood estimation in two steps, we
refer to it as a semi-EM framework.



To compute sensor mapping probabilities mk[p, q] for sensors
sp ∈ SSk and sq ∈ ST , we rely on activities in which sp and
sq appear in, as in Equation 8. The learning rate α refers
to how fast we want to converge on the new values, while
mn

k [p, q] and mn+1
k [p, q] refer to the current and updated

values of mk[p, q] in iteration n and n + 1, respectively.

mn+1
k [p, q] = mn

k [p, q]− α ∗∆mk[p, q] (8)

∆mk[p, q] = mn
k [p, q]− 1

|Xp||Yq|
∑

ai∈Xp

∑
aj∈Yq

Mk[i, j] (9)

Xp = {ai ∈ ASk |sp ∈ Ei}
Yq = {aj ∈ AT |sq ∈ Ej} (10)

In Equation 9, Xp and Yq for sensor p and q give us all
the activities in which the sensors appear. This means that
those activities which do not include a given sensor will not
contribute to that sensor’s mapping probability.

In the next step, to adjust the mapping probability between
each two activities, we use Equation 11 to account for the
updated sensor mappings. Here Mn

k [i, j] and Mn+1
k [i, j] refer

to the current and updated values of Mk[i, j] in iteration n
and n + 1, respectively.

Mn+1
k [i, j] = Mn

k [i, j]− α ∗∆Mk[i, j] (11)

∆Mk[i, j] = Mn
k [i, j]− 1

|Ei|
∑

sp∈Ei

max
q

sq∈Ej

mk[p, q] (12)

The above procedure for computing sensor mapping and ac-
tivity mapping probabilities is repeated until no more changes
are perceived or until a pre-defined number of iterations is
reached. Next, the labels are assigned to the target activities
based on the obtained probability mapping matrices.

2.3 Mapping Labels
In order to assign labels to the target activities, we use a vot-
ing ensemble method [8] based on the activity models ASk

for each space Sk. Combining data from different sources to
improve the accuracy and to have access to complimentary
information is known as data fusion or as a form of ensem-
ble learning [14]. Ensemble learning is a strategic way to
combine multiple models, such as different classifiers or hy-
potheses to solve a computational problem. In our problem,
using multiple sources allows us to fuse data from different
sources and form different activity models, therefore being
able to map target activities based on a more diverse set
of source activities. In order to be able to successfully ap-
ply the ensemble learning technique, an ensemble system
needs classifiers whose decision boundaries are adequately

different from each other. The most popular method is to
use different training datasets to train individual classifiers.
The diversity condition of ensemble learning in our problem
is achieved by using different training sets from N different
physical source spaces, resulting in N different hypotheses.
We build a classifier based on each individual hypothesis hk

and then by combining the predicted labels of all classifiers
for a certain target activity we are able to make a decision
about the activity’s final label.

Figure 2: The weighted majority voting schema for
label assignment.

Each hypothesis hk is constructed based on using the activ-
ity templates ASk for space Sk plus the activity and sen-
sor mapping probabilities Mk and mk. We represent each
hypothesis as hk = {Fk,F ′k} where F and F ′ denote the
activity and sensor mapping functions. For a single space
Sk, Equations 13, 14 and 15 provide us with the activity
mapping function F , sensor mapping function F ′ and the
assigned label laj for each activity aj ∈ T . As can be seen
in Equation 15, the target activity’s label is selected to be
the same as the label of a source activity ai ∈ Sk that max-
imizes the mapping probability Mk for aj .

Fk(ai) = max
aj

(Mk[i, j]) (13)

F ′k(sp) = max
sq

(mk[p, q]) (14)

laj = lai s.t. Mk[i, j] = max
z

(Mk[z, j]) (15)

In order to combine the assigned labels for each aj using
different hypotheses, we use the weighted majority voting
algorithm as in Figure 2.3. The input of this algorithm is
the source activities AS, the activity mapping probabilities
M , the sensor mapping probabilities m, and activity aj . The
output of the algorithm is the label of aj as laj . For each
source space Sk we find the label of aj by using Equation
15. Each predicted label l is associated with a weight W [l],



which is the total similarity between the source Sk and T .
The total similarity between Sk and T is calculated as in
Equation 16 by summing over the best mapping from Sk

to T for each ai ∈ Sk. Obviously a label can be voted for
by different hypotheses and its weight will be increased as a
result.

Sim(Sk, T ) =
∑

ax∈ASk

Mk[x,Fk(ax)] (16)

At the end, the label with the greatest number of weighted
votes is considered as the label of the activity aj . After
obtaining the labels of all target activities, we can use the
obtained labels to train a conventional activity recognition
algorithm. We also can use the labels in conjunction with
other techniques such as active learning in order to further
improve the results.

3. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated the performance of our MHTL algorithm us-
ing the data collected from five different smart apartments.
The layout of the apartments including sensor placement
and location tags are shown in Figure 3. We will refer to
apartments in Figures 3(a) through 3(e) as apartments 1 to
5. The data was collected during a three month period for
apartments 1, 2, and 3, and during a two month period for
apartments 4 and 5. Each apartment is equipped with mo-
tion sensors, and most of the apartments are also equipped
with contact sensors which monitor the open/closed status
of doors and cabinets. Apartment 5 is also equipped with
light sensors and some item sensors to sense the presence of
key items. As can be seen in Figure 3 the apartments have
different layouts. For example, apartments 3 and 4 have two
bedrooms, while apartments 1 and 2 have one bedroom. In
addition, some functional spaces might not be available in
all five apartments, such as the workspace, laundry room or
the music room.

The residents also have quite different schedules, as can be
seen from the activity distribution diagrams shown in Fig-
ure 4. For example, in the first apartment housekeeping is
performed each Friday, while in the second apartment this
is performed once a month, and in the third apartment the
housekeeping activity is replaced by a work activity. Also
the activity level in each apartment is different, as can be
seen clearly by comparing activity distribution diagrams for
apartment 4 versus other apartments. The activity level is
dependent on the activity level of the residents as well as the
number of sensors that monitor the activities. The three first
apartments were single resident apartments, while for the
fourth apartment the residents included a man, a woman,
and a dog. The fifth apartment included two undergradu-
ate student residents. All the data was collected while res-
idents were performing their normal daily activities during
a three/two month period.

Each of the datasets was annotated with activities of in-
terest for the corresponding resident and apartment. A to-
tal of 11 activities were noted for apartments 1, 2 and 3.
Those activities included bathing, bed-toilet transition, eat-
ing, enter home, housekeeping (for the third apartment this

is replaced by “work”), leave home, meal preparation, per-
sonal hygiene, sleeping in bed, sleeping not in bed (relaxing)
and taking medicine. For the fourth apartment, 7 activities
were noted including bed-toilet transition, taking medicine,
eating, leaving home, laundry, sleeping in bed and work-
ing. The fifth apartment included 7 activities as working,
sleeping in bed, bed-toilet transition, personal hygiene, meal
preparation, housekeeping, sleeping not in bed (relaxing).

We ran our algorithm for each one of the apartments as
the target space, resulting in five different transfer learning
problems. In each setting, all the apartments except for the
target apartment were used as the source apartments. In
each setting, we used all the available source labeled data, 1
to 7 days of target unlabeled data, and 0 to 1 days of target
labeled data.

The first step, activity extraction, resulted in a considerable
reduction in the number of source activities. In particular
3384, 2602, 1032, 428, and 492 activity instances from the
first, second, third, fourth and fifth apartments were repre-
sented by as few as 11, 10, 9, 7, and 7 activity templates.
The reason that we have obtained less templates than the
11 predefined activities in the second and third apartment
is that the “eating” activity was done rather in an erratic
way and in different locations, therefore our sensor selection
algorithm didn’t choose any specific sensor for that activity,
and as a result the activity was eliminated. The same ap-
plied for “taking medicines” in third apartment. This shows
how our algorithm can avoid mapping very irregular activi-
ties. It also shows how the algorithm condensed the activity
instances into a compressed representation, as we approx-
imately obtained the 11 predefined activities for the first
three apartments and exactly 7 activities for the last two
apartments. During activity extraction, also the number
of sensors for each activity template was reduced from an
average of 69.32 sensors to 3.73 sensors, as the algorithm re-
moved the irrelevant sensors and preserved only the relevant
sensors. This shows that for each activity a few key sensors
can be used to identify the activity, e.g. taking medicine can
be identified by the cabinet sensor where the medicines are
kept.

In the target space, data was mined to extract the activity
templates. For example, using three days of unlabeled target
data and no labeled target data, we discovered 8, 7, 7, 5 and
5 activity templates for the apartments 1 through 5. The
similarity threshold ς in those experiments was set to the
midpoint 0.5. The reason that fewer activity templates are
discovered compared to the predefined activities, is because
some similar activities might be merged into one activity,
such as relaxing and eating which happen at similar times
and similar places. Also for some other activities it is not
very easy to discover them from only a few days of data,
such as housekeeping which happens quite rarely compared
to other activities; and even if it happens to be in the data,
because of its erratic nature and occurring all over the home,
it is not very easy to be discovered.

In the next step the source activities were mapped to the tar-
get activities. In order to be able to evaluate the mapping
accuracy of our algorithm, we embedded the actual labels of
target activities in data. This label is not used during train-



(a) Apartment 1. (b) Apartment 2. (c) Apartment 3.

(d) Apartment 4. (e) Apartment 5.

Figure 3: Figures (a-e) show sensor map and location tags for each apartment. On the map, circles show
motion sensors while triangles show switch contact sensors. The hollow-shaped motion sensors (as in Figure
d) are the area motion sensor. The stars in Figure (e) show the light sensors.
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Figure 4: Figures (a-e) show residents’ activity distribution per 24 hour (horizontal axis) for three/two months
of data (vertical axis).



ing, rather it’s only used at the end to verify the correctness
of the results. The mapping accuracy is defined as number
of target activities which their assigned label matches the
actual embedded label. Figure 6 shows the mapping accu-
racy for different amounts of unlabeled target data and no
labeled target data, in several different settings. Figure 6
also shows a comparison between mapping accuracy based
on using multiple sources vs. average mapping accuracy us-
ing a single source, based on using 3 days of unlabeled target
data. The mapping accuracies varies from space to space,
depending on the consistency of activities in target space, as
well as the similarity between the source and target spaces.
It should be noted that some activities might not be present
in all spaces, such as working or housekeeping. The same
applies for lack of certain spaces in different apartments,
such as laundry room or workspace. We noted that trans-
fer between apartments that have a more similar layout and
functional structure is more satisfactory.

00.20.40.60.81
1 2 3 4 7Mapping Accuracy Number of unlabeled target data days

Mapping Accuracy
Target = Apt 2 Target = Apt 3 Target = Apt 4

Figure 5: Mapping accuracy in several different set-
tings.
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Figure 6: Mapping accuracy in several different set-
tings.

We tested two of our own activity recognition algorithms on
the transferred labeled data. The first algorithm is a nearest
neighborhood (NN) algorithm based on the similarity mea-
sure in Equation 2. The second algorithm is a standard hid-
den Markov model (HMM). The models almost performed
the same with the nearest neighborhood algorithm some-
times slightly outperforming HMM due to its use of tempo-
ral and spatial features. Using the embedded labels we de-
fine the recognition rate as the percentage of sensor events
predicted with the correct label. Figure 7 shows NN’s recog-
nition rate based for apartment 1 as the target apartment

using 0 and 1 day of labeled target data. Figure 8 shows
both NN and HMM recognition rate for apartment 1 as the
target apartment. Our results show that despite using lit-
tle to no labeled target data, and having different layouts,
schedules and different activities, both algorithms still per-
form recognition in a target space using data from a source
space.

6065707580 1 2 3 4 7Recognition rate Number of unlabeled target data days
Recognition Rate(Target = Apartment 1)

No labeled data 1 day of labeled data
Figure 7: Nearest neighborhood’s recognition rate
based on mapping to apartment 1 using 0 and 1 day
of labeled target data.

6065707580 1 2 3 4 7Recognition rate Number of unlabeled days of data
Recognition Rate(Target = Apartment 1)

Nearest Neighborhood Method Hidden Markov Model
Figure 8: Recognition rate based on mapping to
apartment 1 for nearest neighborhood and HMM.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces a method of transferring learned ac-
tivities from several different physical spaces to a target
physical space. Transferring activities to a target space al-
lows us to avoid the time consuming task of data annotation
for each new physical space and to achieve a more acceler-
ated deployment process. Using data from multiple source
spaces allows us to be able to map from a more diverse set
of activities to a target space by using an ensemble method.
Our experiment results show that it is possible to recognize
activities using no labeled data from the target spaces, and
despite the fact that the apartment layouts and residents
schedules are different. In the future, we intend to combine
this method with adaptive and active learning methods in
order to be able to enhance the results over time. We also
want to develop algorithms that can map activities from
environments with totally different functionalities, such as
from a workplace to a residential space. We also intend to
find methods for selecting the best subset of physical source



spaces among a large set of source spaces, in order to im-
prove the system’s efficiency.
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